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Your Sessions

Session For: 7874 - 6976
Your Selected Gestalt Category was: Energy 

 this is incorrect

 Start Time Session: 28/Jan/2019 09:24 hrs

 End Time Session: 28/Jan/2019 10:22 hrs

Session Summary:
black, anger, contempt, violence, danger, destructive, stone, dense, hard, solid, extreme, determination, wall, thick,
impenetrable, crushed, crime, rock, hatred, evil
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Feedback For: 7874 - 6976
Ring Tailed Lemurs at the Oakland Zoo
Your Target Gestalt Category was: Lifeform

 Date of the Target Photograph: 26/Oct/2006
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Image Source Credits:

Treehgr at English Wikipedia

Ring Tailed Lemurs at the Oakland Zoo.

The ring-tailed lemur (Lemur catta) is a large strepsirrhine primate and the most recognized lemur due to its long, black
and white ringed tail. It belongs to Lemuridae, one of five lemur families, and is the only member of the Lemur genus.
Like all lemurs it is endemic to the island of Madagascar. Known locally in Malagasy as maky ([spelled maki in French)
or hira, it inhabits gallery forests to spiny scrub in the southern regions of the island. It is omnivorous and the most
terrestrial of extant lemurs. The animal is diurnal, being active exclusively in daylight hours.

The ring-tailed lemur is highly social, living in groups of up to 30 individuals. It is also female dominant, a trait common
among lemurs. To keep warm and reaffirm social bonds, groups will huddle together. The ring-tailed lemur will also
sunbathe, sitting upright facing its underside, with its thinner white fur towards the sun. Like other lemurs, this species
relies strongly on its sense of smell and marks its territory with scent glands. The males perform a unique scent
marking behavior called spur marking and will participate in stink fights by impregnating their tail with their scent and
wafting it at opponents.

As one of the most vocal primates, the ring-tailed lemur uses numerous vocalizations including group cohesion and
alarm calls. Experiments have shown that the ring-tailed lemur, despite the lack of a large brain (relative to simiiform
primates), can organize sequences, understand basic arithmetic operations and preferentially select tools based on
functional qualities.
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Despite reproducing readily in captivity and being the most populous lemur in zoos worldwide, numbering more than
2,000 individuals, the ring-tailed lemur is listed as endangered by the IUCN Red List due to habitat destruction and
hunting for bush meat and the exotic pet trade. As of early 2017, the population in the wild is believed to have crashed
as low as 2,000 individuals due to habitat loss, poaching and hunting, making them far more critically endangered.

Location Map  (https://tinyurl.com/y96uh3ec)

Word Matching Feature
black anger contempt violence danger destructive stone dense hard solid extreme determination wall thick
impenetrable crushed crime rock hatred evil

 Number of words and synomyms matching the target: 1

This feature uses part of Wordnet: Princeton University "About WordNet." WordNet. Princeton University. 2010.
(https://wordnet.princeton.edu)

After Notes:

Enter or Update Your Notes:(Updating your After Notes will overwrite the old notes! If you want to add
to your notes, copy your notes into the field and add to them!)

Your Notes
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